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(if there are no academic Departments of heterosexual studies, even in more liberal 
universities, that is not only because all branches of the human sciences are already, 
to a greater or lesser degree, departments of heterosexual studies but also because 
heterosexuality has thus far largely escaped becoming a problem that needs to be 
studied and understood.)  By constituting homosexuality as an object of knowledge, 
heterosexuality also constitutes itself as a privileged stance of subjectivity—as the very 
condition of knowing—and thereby avoids becoming an object of knowledge itself, the 
target of a possible critique.

David halperin in Saint Foucault, 47.

silence itself--the things one declines to say, or is forbidden to name, the discretion that is 
required between different speakers--is less the absolute limit of discourse, the other side 
from which it is separated by a strict boundary, than an element that functions alongside 
the things said, with them and in relation to them within over-all strategies.  there is no 
binary division to be made between what one says and what one does not say; we must 
try to determine the different ways of not saying things, how those who can and those who 
cannot speak of them are distributed, which type of discourse is authorized, or which form 
of discretion is required in either case.  there is not one but many silences, and they are an 
integral part of the strategies that underlie and permeate discourses. 

                     michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality: An Introduction Vol. 1



couRse DescRiption

that the key terms of this course title, “Queerness” and “American,” are in and of themselves—
and even more so in conjunction—so fraught is evidence of the newness of this scholarship 
and the heat it still generates. this course historicizes that mode of difference which today 
is commonly called lesbian/gay/ bisexual/transgendered and/or queer, but which in other 
historical periods could have been called uranian, inverted, sodomitical, sapphic, Wildean, 
homosexual, homophile and a host of other terms. more often than not, as Foucault suggests 
above, it was simply not called anything at all. given the peculiar and particular array of 
pressures—political, religious, juridical among others—governing the social manifestation 
of queerness, its visualization in works of art might seem a rare survival. on the contrary, 
we’ll discover that same sex sexuality is everywhere present in American art and the lists of 
artists covered in this course is more or less the same as would be covered in any course on 
American art of this period, from Winslow homer through to the modern period.

couRse oRgAnizAtion

the organization is largely chronological and interdisciplinary. We will shift our attention 
fluidly between paintings, poems, literature, film and video, and music towards an art historical 
consideration of queer representations and their significance. Throughout the course, in every 
respect, we will be attentive to the ways race, gender and social class crosscut the story of 
sexuality and its representations.

ReQuiRements

You are required to write a short (3-4 page) paper describing and analyzing a single work 
of art. You will also write a long research paper of about 12 pages addressing the career 
of an artist as a whole. note that you will be asked to submit an initial topic proposal and 
bibliography well in advance of the due date. 

ReADings AnD imAges

All required readings for each lecture are listed below. i have added a few optional pieces—if 
you feel so inclined—which are by no means mandatory to read. in addition, for books on 
related topics see the attached bibliography. 



1
WeeK InTroducTIon--GrAdInG And THeoreTIcAl PrIncIPle

“Adhesiveness,” Whitman, homer and the problem of naming”
handouts: tobias smollett, roderick random (1763)
Walt Whitman, leaves of Grass (1855)

2
WeeK MASculInITy: eAkInS, SArGenT, BellowS, leyendecker

ReADing
Hatt, Michael, “Muscles, Morals, Mind: The Male Body in Thomas Eakins’ Salutat.” 
in The Body Imaged, eds. Adler and pointon, 1993.
chauncey, george, “christian Brotherhood or sexual perversion: homosexual 
identities and the construction of sexual Boundaries in the World War 1 era,” in 
Hidden From History, eds. chauncey, Duberman, Vicinius: 294-317.

optionAl
Doyle, Jennifer, “Sex, Scandal, and Thomas Eakins’s The Gross Clinic,” 
representations, no. 68 (Autumn, 1999): 1-33.

3
WeeK exPATrIATe PArIS: STeIn, BrookS, BeATon, ABBoTT

SHorT PAPer And ASSIGnMenT HAnded ouT

ReADing
chadwick and lattimer, “Becoming modern,” The Modern woman revisited: Paris 
between the wars, eds. chadwick and latimer. 
stein, gertrude.  “miss Furr and miss skeene,” in Geography and Play (1922), 17-
23.   
elliott, Bridget & Jo-Ann Wallace, “Fleurs du mal or second-hand Roses?: natalie 
Barney, Romaine Brooks, and the ‘Originality of the Avant-Garde,’” in Feminist 
review, no 40 (spring 1992): 6-30.

optionAl
Lubar, Robert, “Unmasking Pablo’s Gertrude: Queer Desire and the    
subject of portraiture”

4
WeeK THe new york Scene/HArleM renAISSAnce: BlueS, HArTley, deMuTH, 

STeTTHeIMer, VAn VecHTen 

ReADing
Weinberg, Jonathan, “Demuth and Difference,” Art in America (April 1988): 
188-223.
Whiting, cecile, “Decorating with stettheimer and the Boys,” American Art, 
Vol. 14, no. 1 (spring, 2000):  24-49. 
garber, eric, “A spectacle in color,” in martin Duberman, Hidden from 
History (1989): 318-331.



8
WeeK GeoMeTrIc ABSTrAcTIon:  MArTIn, kelly, IndIAnA, neVelSon 

ReADing
chave, Anna, “Agnes martin: humility, the Beautiful Daughter,” in Agnes   
Martin, ed. Barbara haskell, 131-153.
Gruen, John, “Agnes Martin: ‘Everything, everything is about feeling...feeling and 
recognition.’” Art news, vol. 75, no. 7, (sept 1976): 91-94.

7
WeeK ProToPoSTModernISM: cAGe, cunnInGHAM, rAuScHenBerG, 

TwoMBly, JoHnS 

ReADing
Roth, moira, “the Aesthetic of indifference,” in difference/Indifference, 33-48.
Katz, Jonathan,“indifference to What,” in difference/Indifference, 49-68.
Katz, Jonathan, “the Art of code: Jasper Johns and Robert Rauschenberg,” 
Significant Others:189-207

optionAl
Katz, Jonathan, “passive Resistance: on the critical and commercial success of 
Queer Artists in cold War American Art,” L’image. paris, no. 3 (Winter, 1996).

5
WeeK Between the warS: O’Keeffe, CadmuS, wOOdS, tCheLitew, and LyneS

ReADing
Chave, Anna, “O’Keeffe and the Masculine Gaze,” Art in America, (Jan. 1990): 
115-124.
Weinberg, Jonathan, “cruising with paul cadmus,” in Art in America (nov. 1992): 
102-108.

6
WeeK AnTI-ABSTrAcT exPreSSIonISM: wHITe, ToBey, GrAVeS, PArk, JeSS, rIVerS

ReADing
Rosenberg, harold, (1952)  “the American Action painters,” Abstract 
expressionism: A critical record, shapiro, cambridge, 1990: 75-85
Jones, caroline, “Finishing school: John cage and the Abstract     
expressionist ego,” critical Inquiry: 19, no. 4 (summer 1993).
Katz, Jonathan, “John Cage’s Queer Silence or How to Avoid Making    
matters Worse,” Here comes everybody: John cage, ed. Bernstein, 1997.
O’Hara, Frank, Art chronicles, 1954-64.



10
WeeK underGround FIlM: SMITH, wArHol And AnGer

ReADing
Koch, steven, “the tycoon of passivity,” in Stargazer: Andy warhol and his Films 
(new York: marion Boyars, 1985), 17-46. 
Finch, Mark, “Rio Limpo,” in ed. Michael O’Pray, andy warhol’s film factory 
(london: British Film institute, 1989), 112-116.

11
WeeK STonewAll: GAy And leSBIAn ArT

ReADing
Damon, Betsey, “the 7000 Year old Woman,” Heresies, no. 3, (Fall, 1977).
hammond, harmony, “class notes,” Heresies, no. 3, (Fall, 1977).
meyer, Richard, “Robert mapplethorpe and the Discipline of photography,” in ed. 
Abelove, The lesbian and Gay Studies reader.

12
WeeK AIdS And ArT

ReADing
Seidman, Steven, “AIDS and the ‘Homosexual Question’: The Gay Sexuality 
debates.” embattled eros: Sexual Politics and ethics in contemporary America.
Reed, christopher, “postmodernism and the Art of identity,” in concepts of 
Modern Art, 271-293. 
Wojnarowicz, David, “postcards from America,” close to the knives: A Memoir of 
disintegration.

13
WeeK AcTIVIST ArT 

ReADing
Katz, Jonathan, “ ‘The Senators were Revolted:’ Homophobia and the Culture 
Wars.” A companion to contemporary Art Since 1945, ed. Amelia Jones.

9
WeeK cAMP: wArHol, Hockney And rAy JoHnSon

ReADing
Warhol, Andy, The Philosophy of Andy warhol, 5-27.
Katz, Jonathan, “the silent camp: Queer Resistance and the Rise of pop Art.” 
Visions of a Future: Art and Art History in changing contexts: 147-159
Buchloh, Benjamin, “Andy Warhol’s One Dimensional Art.” Andy warhol, ed. 
mcshine: 39-61.



selecteD geneRAl ReFeRence BiBliogRAphY
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wars. new Brunswick, n.J.: Rutgers university press, 2003.
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2000.  
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saslow, James. Pictures and passions: a history of homosexuality in the visual arts. new York: 
Viking, 1999.

smalls, James. The homoerotic photography of carl Van Vechten: public face, private 
thoughts. philadelphia, pa.: temple university press, 2006.

Weinberg, Jonathan. Male desire: The Homoerotic in American Art. new York: Abrams, 
2004.


